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A study of FeCO` and Fe` using both the second-order multi-conÐgurational quasi-degenerate perturbation
theory (MC-QDPT2) method and the coupled cluster theory with single and double replacements (augmented
by perturbative triples) [CCSD(T)] method are presented. An all-electron triple-f valence plus polarization
basis set was used in all calculations. The equilibrium CCSD(T) geometry of FeCO` is found to be linear
(4&~) with a Fe` to CO distance of 1.905 and a CO bond distance of 1.133 The dissociation energy ofÓ Ó. D04&~ FeCO` to 6D Fe` and 1&` CO is predicted to be 28.8 kcal mol~1, which is within the experimental
range. Excited state properties including potential energy surfaces and are predicted for the low lying sextetDe
and quartet states of FeCO`. The Ðrst excited state is predicted to be 4* with a of 17.6 kcal mol~1. TheDe
lowest sextet state is predicted to be 6* with a of 12.3 kcal mol~1. Several examples of pathologicalD0
behavior at many levels of theory have been discovered and are discussed.

I Introduction and background

CO is important in the chemistry of transition metals such as
Fe`, playing a role in many chemical processes and industrial
procedures.1h3 Hurlburt et al.3 pointed out that there are
thousands of literature citations that include the phrase
““metal carbonyl ÏÏ.4 In the oxidative addition of to metalsH2and the reductive elimination of from metals,5 CO isH2important because it e†ectively stabilizes transition metals,
even those that carry negative charges.1 The detailed nature of
the CO wavefunction has been studied experimentally using
electron momentum spectroscopy.6 Besides Fe`, CO has been
experimentally studied interacting with Ag`,3,7 Cu`,7 V`,8
W`,9,10 Fe~,11,12 Fe,12 Ni~,11 Cr`,10 Mo`,10 and Co`,13
using di†raction,3 spectroscopy,3 collision-induced disso-
ciation (CID) in a guided ion beam tandem mass spectro-
meter,7,8,13,14 energy resolved CID,11 negative ion
photoelectron spectroscopy,12 molecular beam photoioniza-
tion mass spectroscopy,10 and Fourier transform ion cyclo-
tron resonance mass spectrometry.9

FeCO` has been studied as a catalyst for reactions involv-
ing polyhalogenated methane and halogens both in a micro-
wave discharge and without microwaves.15 This capability
makes FeCO` of particular interest given the role that halo-
gens play in the atmospheric destruction of the ozone layer.16
Gas phase studies and theoretical calculations have shown
that FeCO` has signiÐcantly di†erent reactivity and selec-
tivity than Fe` and other complexes such as Fe(H2O)

n
`.17h19

Tjelta and Armentrout found that FeCO` activates both
CwC and CwH bonds in ethane, while prefer-Fe(H2O)`
entially activates the CwH bonds.20 This selectivity can be
partially explained by the observation that R groups must
interact with the 3d r orbital in instead of theFe(H2O)`
empty 4s orbital in Fe(CO)`.20 The photodissociation of

has been studied with femtosecond lasers. FeCO`Fe(CO)5plays an important role in this reaction as the Ðnal interme-
diate, and as the reactant in the slowest step of the mecha-
nism.21 Careful study of the velocity distribution in the

dissociation has also proved useful in analyzing theFe(CO)5mechanism.22 Majima found that using a transversely excited
atmospheric (TEA) laser to dissociate in theCO2 Fe(CO)5presence of resulted in no FeCO` ion formation, and theSF6loss of the Ðrst CO was the rate determining step.23

The ground state of FeCO` is consistently reported to be a
quartet with symmetry,24h26 although that of Fe` isC=Vexperimentally known to be a sextet27 and that of CO is a
singlet. None of the experimental or theoretical studies predict
COFe` as the ground state geometry, although
neutralizationÈreionization mass spectrometry (NRMS) had
small FeO` fragment peaks implying that some COFe` was
present.28

A wide variety of experimental studies have been carried
out on FeCO`. Selected ion Ñow tubes (SIFT) and collision-
induced dissociation (CID) have proven e†ective in measuring
bond dissociation energies of Fe` containing compounds(D0)such as and FeCO`.29,31,32 CIDFe(N2)n`,29 Fe(CH2O)

n
`,30

gives a FeCO` of 36.1 ^ 1.8 kcal mol~1 relative to 4F Fe`D0and ground state CO. Vibrationally corrected CID gives a D0of 30.9 ^ 0.9 kcal mol~1,29 relative to 6D Fe`. Product
kinetic energy release distributions (KERDS) gives a ofD031.8^ 3 kcal mol~1,33 relative to 6D Fe`. Fourier transform
mass spectrometry results were analyzed with CookÏs kinetic
method to give relative to yieldingD0 Fe(C2H4)`,

kcal mol~1,19 relative to an unspeci-D0(FeCO`) \ 31.2 ^ 0.2
Ðed state of Fe`. Ng et al. have studied FeCO` using
photoelectronÈphotoion coincidence (PEPICO) and deter-
mined the of to be 17.8 ^ 0.9, 25.2^ 1.1,D0 Fe(CO)

n
`

25.7^ 1.4, 41.5^ 1.6, and 39.3^ 2.0 kcal mol~1 for n \ 5, 4,
3, 2, 1 respectively,14 relative to 6D Fe`. PEPICO introduces

into the photoionization region using a supersonicFe(CO)5expansion to reduce rotational and vibrational scat-
tering.34h37 In the work of Ng et al., relative PEPICO inten-
sities for had to be estimated for n \ 2, 1, 0. TheFe(CO)

n
`

primary focus of that work was on getting good relative inten-
sities. In addition to PEPICO, Ng et al. used CID to study
FeCO`. FeCO` ions were selected with quadrupole mass
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spectroscopy (QMS) and then collided with Ar to induce dis-
sociation. The ratio of FeCO` reactant ions and Fe` product
ions was analyzed with QMS, to give a of 33^ 4 kcalD0mol~1 for FeCO`,14 relative to 6D Fe`. Since the PEPICO
value is just an estimate, the experimental range for toD0ground state 6D Fe` and CO is 30.9È33.0 kcal mol~1 with
experimental error bars out to 28.8È37.0 kcal mol~1. forD0dissociation to 4F Fe` should be 5.35 kcal mol~1 larger than
this range ; that is, the experimental range for dissociation to
4F Fe` is 34.15È42.35 kcal mol~1.

The ground state of FeCO` has been investigated using
many di†erent theoretical methods, giving a wide range of dis-
sociation energies. It is important to note that experiments
measure while many calculations predict values.D0 , De Devalues are always slightly larger than values ; in Section III,D0this di†erence is predicted to be 0.95 kcal mol~1 for 4&~
FeCO`.

The density functional theory (DFT) hybrid functional
B3LYP38 predicts a FeCO` binding energy of kcalDe \ 37.0
mol~1 relative to 4F Fe` that is within the experimental error
bars, unlike BLYP kcal mol~1) and LSDA(De \ 47.8 (De \

kcal mol~1).24 The modiÐed coupled pair functional50
(MCPF) predicts a binding energy (28.9 kcal mol~1) that is
too small.24 Single-reference MP2 predicts 30.8 kcal mol~1 25
which is also too low. Others have calculated the for disso-Deciation relative to 6D Fe`. This is predicted by B3LYP toDebe 32.7 kcal mol~1,39 which is within the experimental range.
The previous calculations predict little signiÐcant charge
transfer from Fe` to CO, and they demonstrate that an
explicit treatment of correlation is essential to get proper ener-
getics and geometries for FeCO`,40 as well as for FeCO~41
and FeCO.26,42,43

Studying multiple electronic states often requires a multi-
conÐgurational wavefunction. The investigation of multiple
potential energy surfaces (PES) frequently requires the use of
state-averaged (SA) wavefunctions to obtain a consistent treat-
ment of the various electronic, and especially degenerate,
states. A proper description of such species often requires
more than a single, simple Lewis structure.44 This requirement
reduces the utility of DFT methods, except for those that
implement one of the fractional occupation number (FON)
formalisms45h48 or the DFT CI singles formalism.49 In this
work the low lying quartet and sextet states of FeCO` are
studied using multi-conÐgurational self-consistent Ðeld
(MCSCF)50 wavefunctions, second-order multi-
conÐgurational quasi-degenerate perturbation theory (MC-
QDPT2),51h53 and single-conÐguration coupled cluster theory
with single and double replacements, augmented by per-
turbative triples [CCSD(T)].54 In Section II the theoretical
approaches used to study Fe` and FeCO` are explained in
detail. In Section III Fe` is examined with several di†erent
methods and basis sets. In Section IV FeCO` PES are studied
and frequencies of the lowest sextet and quartet equilibrium
geometries are presented. In Section V the possible origins of
poor behavior in multi-reference perturbation theory are dis-
cussed in detail.

II Theoretical methods

FeCO`, CO, and Fe` were studied using an all-electron
triple-f valence plus polarization (TZVP) basis set. For Fe, a
[10s6p] contraction of WachtersÏ (14s9p) primitive basis55 was
supplemented with the [3d] contraction of (6d) primitives pro-
posed by Rappe� et al.56 This basis set was augmented with
two sets of p functions (f\ 0.231 and f\ 0.0899) to give an
adequate representation of the 4p subshell. This is the Fe
triple-f valence (TZV)57 basis set of (14s9p5d)/[10s8p3d]. A
set of f functions was added to provide polarization
(f\ 1.663).58 For C and O the Dunning [5s, 3p]59 contrac-

tion of the (10s, 6p)60 primitives were used as the TZV57 basis
set. One set of d functions was added to provide polarization
for the C (f\ 0.72)61 and O (f\ 1.28).61 The quantum chem-
istry code GAMESS62 was used, unless otherwise noted. The
CO bond distance was Ðxed at 1.1283 for most PES, sinceÓ
previous work has shown that the positively charged Fe` ion
causes little relaxation of the CO bond.24 The geometries of
the lowest lying quartet and sextet states were fully optimized
including relaxation of the CO bond.

Most calculations presented in this work are based on fully-
optimized reaction space (FORS)63,64 MCSCF wavefunctions,
also known as complete active space self-consistent Ðeld
(CASSCF)65h68 wavefunctions. The basic FeCO` wavefunc-
tion has 13 MCSCF core orbitals that are doubly occupied in
all conÐgurations and 11 orbitals with 13 electrons in the
multi-conÐgurational active space (13/11). The MCSCF active
space includes the six valence 3d and 4s orbitals on Fe`, r
donor lone pair orbital on CO, and CO p bonding and p*
anti-bonding orbitals. This active space allows for a proper
treatment of the Fe` ion, carbon r donation of the CO lone
pair, and p backbonding into the CO p system. Reduced
active spaces were appropriate in some instances and will be
described below. The calculations on Fe` have a correspond-
ing active space that includes the Fe` valence 3d and 4s
orbitals. By carefully choosing orbitals, the MCSCF wave-
function was selectively converged to di†erent spatial and spin
symmetries. Dynamical correlation is usually necessary to
obtain accurate energetics, therefore multi-conÐgurational
quasi-degenerate perturbation theory to second-order (MC-
QDPT2)51h53 was applied to the converged MCSCF wave-
function. The FeCO` MC-QDPT2 calculations correlated all
molecular orbitals, except the 11 chemical core orbitals. In
other words, the O lone pair and the CO r bond orbitals were
doubly occupied in the MCSCF wavefunction, but were corre-
lated at the MC-QDPT2 level. The Fe` active space is the
same in the MC-QDPT2 and MCSCF wavefunctions, with 9
chemical core orbitals.

The MC-QDPT2 method is not simply a multi-
conÐgurational extension of single-conÐguration

(MP2)69 perturbation theory, although MC-MÔllerÈPlesset
QDPT2 does include MP2 as a subset.53 MC-QDPT2 is a
multi-state and a multi-conÐgurational perturbation method
based on Van Vleck perturbation theory, while MP2 is based
on RayleighÈSchro� dinger perturbation theory. The MC-
QDPT2 approach facilitates an accurate treatment of both the
ground state and excited states, with various space and spin
symmetries (including simultaneously treating truly and nearly
degenerate states correctly).51,52 MC-QDPT2 is a perturb
then diagonalize approach, in which the Hamiltonian is
improved Ðrst with perturbation theory and then diagonalized
to obtain the second-order energies.70,71 The degenerate
states (4*, 4', 4%, 6%, 6*) are all treated using SA-MCSCF
wavefunctions to properly account for their doubly degenerate
nature. Since the states that are averaged are energetically
equivalent, discontinuities72 resulting from state-Ñipping do
not appear in the SA-MCSCF PES.

Multi-reference second-order conÐguration interaction
(MR-SOCI)73,74 was also used to add correlation to selected
MCSCF calculations. MR-SOCI involves single and double
excitations out of the MCSCF active space, without reoptimi-
zing the orbitals. This provides a variational method for
adding second-order correlation e†ects to the wavefunction.
MR-SOCI provides a variational check on the MC-QDPT2
wavefunction.

Some calculations presented are based on single-
conÐguration wavefunctions. Coupled cluster theory including
single and double replacements, with triples added per-
turbatively, has proven to be a powerful method for predicting
the energetics of systems that can be treated with single-
conÐguration wavefunctions. In this work, the CCSD(T)75,76
method with the TZVP basis set has been used to investigate
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Table 1 MCSCF NOON for Fe` with a TZVP basis set

6D 4F

Fe 4s 1.000 0.003
Fe 3d 1.200 1.399

the 4&~ FeCO` ground state. The results of these calculations
are compared with those obtained using the multi-reference
methods. To avoid spin-contamination, the zeroth-order
wavefunction (ROHF) based formalism is used for the
CCSD(T) calculations. The approach used is based on the
Bartlett deÐnition of RCCSD(T)77 in which the triples are
computed with contributions from both singles and doubles.
This is the most common deÐnition of open-shell triples
although certainly not the only one.78 The MOLPRO79 ab
initio package was used for most CCSD(T) calculations.

SpinÈorbit coupling (SOC) has been shown to be important
in the oxidative activation of HwH by FeO`, therefore the
e†ect of SOC on the predicted is undertaken.91 Both one-D0electron and two-electron contributions to SOC are calcu-
lated.

III Fe‘

The Fe` ground and Ðrst excited states are known experimen-
tally to be 6D (3d64s1) and 4F (3d74s0), respectively. The
experimental splitting has been determined to be 5.35 kcal
mol~1.27 SA-MCSCF calculations were performed to obtain
the correct wavefunctions for the 6D (Ðve fold degenerate) and
4F (seven fold degenerate) electronic states. MCSCF natural
orbital occupation numbers (NOON) for both states are pre-
sented in Table 1 and the energy splittings at several levels of
theory are given in Table 2. State averaging the wavefunction
correctly gives all 3d orbitals the same NOON for each spin
multiplicity. The poorly predicted splitting of 38.5 kcal mol~1
at the MCSCF level of theory is not surprising given the diffi-
cult nature of predicting the separation with ab initio
methods.80h83

MR-SOCI and more efficient MC-QDPT2 calculations
were carried out, to provide dynamic electron correlation in
addition to the near degenerate correlation provided by the
use of a multi-conÐgurational wavefunction. The MC-QDPT2
results are closer to experiment than MCSCF, although this
method does slightly overcorrect the MCSCF splitting. The
MR-SOCI wavefunction has a larger absolute error than MC-
QDPT2. The error for CCSD(T) lies between the MC-QDPT2
and MR-SOCI errors. Previous calculations on transition
metal cations84 suggest that additional polarization functions
(e.g. g functions on Fe) may be necessary to obtain accurate

Table 2 Fe` relative energies with a TZVP basis set

4FÈ6D Splitting/ Error/
State averaged kcal mol~1 kcal mol~1

Experiment 5.35 0.00
MCSCF 38.5 33.15
MCQDPT2 3.9 [1.42
MR-SOCI 12.6 7.29
MCSCF

(g function added) 38.6 33.24
MCQDPT2

(g function added) 2.1 [3.24
MR-SOCI

(g function added) 11.6 6.24
Single-reference CCSD(T) 10.0 4.64

Fig. 1 4&~ FeCO` energy with a TZVP basis set and (13/11) active
space.

atomic splitting. Adding a set of g functions (f\ 1.7) with the
six orbital active space provides little improvement. Therefore
g functions are not used in the FeCO` calculations.

IV FeCo‘
IVA Ground state PES

Initially the ground state PES for 4&~ (as a function of the
FeÈC distance) was calculated using the MCSCF/MC-
QDPT2 method presented in Section II. For MCSCF wave-
functions, 4&~ is found to be higher than the lowest sextet
state (the lowest lying sextet state will be discussed in detail in
Section IVB). With the addition of MC-QDPT2 dynamic
correlation, the ground state for FeCO` is correctly found to
be 4&~. Just as in the Fe` calculations, correlation lowers the
quartet states signiÐcantly more than the sextet states. Results
are presented in Fig. 1, with the zero of energy deÐned by
separated 6D Fe` and ground state CO at each level of
theory. The with respect to 4F Fe` is found to be 33.4 kcalDemol~1 (at the low end of the experimental range) with an
equilibrium distance of 1.93 A discontinuity that appears atÓ.
about 0.34 inside is discussed in detail in Section V.Ó ReClose examination of the MCSCF and MC-QDPT2 poten-
tial energy curves reveals that the virtual 4s orbital on Fe`
shifts onto CO as the complex dissociates. This results in a Dethat is too small (although the equilibrium geometry is valid).
FORS-MCSCF is size-consistent, but size-consistency is only
applicable if the active spaces in the separated Fe` and CO
are the same as in the Fe`É É ÉCO supermolecule. The shifting
orbital resulted in a smaller active space on Fe` and a larger
active space on CO in the supermolecule. Variational methods
such as MCSCF can correct for poorly chosen orbitals and
lower the energy, but perturbative methods such as MC-
QDPT2 require a well-balanced active space to be reliable.
Therefore this orbital was removed from the 4&~ MCSCF
active space. The results with the (13/10) active space are pre-
sented in Fig. 2 ; the is found to be 36.5 kcal mol~1 withDe

Fig. 2 4&~ FeCO` energy with a TZVP basis set with CCSD(T)
and MCSCF (13/10).
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Table 3 IR frequencies (cm~1) and intensities [D2/(amu for FeCO` 4&~Ó2)]

FeCo~ FeCO FeCO` FeCO` FeCO` FeCO` FeCO` 6*
exp. exp. exp. MP2 B3LYP CCSD(T) MC-QDPT2

FeÈC stretch 565 ^ 10b 530 ^ 10b È 405c 423c 435 (2.79) 206 (1.04)
740a

CÈO stretch 1980a 1950 ^ 10b È 2153c 2225c 1830 (5.06) 1857 (0.066)
1815a

Linear bend 230^ 40b 330 ^ 50b È 321c 319c 313 (small) 172 (0.156)

a Ref. 89. b Ref. 12. c Ref. 25.

respect to 4F Fe` (within the experimental range). The equi-
librium FeÈCO distance is 1.75 Unfortunately, this (13/10)Ó.
4&~ PES has a discontinuity near the MC-QDPT2 minimum,
making the geometry suspect. Similar behavior is found using
the multi-reference CI wavefunction. This discontinuity is dis-
cussed in detail in Appendix A.

Since the largest natural orbital occupation number in the
virtual space of the 4&~ state is less than 0.1, it is reasonable
to use single-reference CCSD(T) for the ground state.85h87
Thus, although this method does have a lower quality zeroth
order wavefunction (ROHF) than MC-QDPT2 (MCSCF), the
Ðnal results should be accurate. There are no unusual features
in the CCSD(T) PES as shown in Fig. 2. By Ðtting the points
on the CCSD(T) PES, the with respect to 4F Fe` is foundDeto be 35.0 kcal mol~1 with an equilibrium FeÈCO distance
Ðxed at 1.1283 This is in good agreement with theÓ. Deexperimental results and close to the MC-QDPT2 despiteDe ,
the problems encountered with that method.

The geometry of the 4&~ state was optimized at the
CCSD(T) level of theory. The molecule was not assumed to be
linear, although all attempts at bending the FeCO` increased
the energy at the MCSCF, MC-QDPT2, and CCSD(T) levels
of theory. One cannot assume that excited electronic states are
linear, particularly since bent excited and ground states are
not uncommon for third row metal carbonyls.88 The
minimum energy CCSD(T) geometry is with a Fe`ÈCOC=Vdistance of 1.905 and a CO bond distance of 1.133 TheÓ Ó.
CO bond did not relax signiÐcantly during interaction with
Fe`, because there is little charge transfer into the CO bond
region. The CCSD(T) for dissociation of 4&~ FeCO` to 4FDeFe` is 35.1 kcal mol~1. Note that only 0.1 kcal mol~1 is
gained by allowing the CO bond length to relax. Based on the
experimental quartetÈsextet splitting of 5.35 kcal mol~1, the
CCSD(T) for dissociation of 4&~ FeCO` to 6D Fe`Deshould be 29.7 kcal mol~1.

A numerical CCSD(T) hessian was calculated for the 4&~
state. A double di†erences approach was used to minimize the
possibility of numerical error (see Appendix B). The fre-
quencies are not scaled, because CCSD(T) should give high
quality results. The frequencies and associated intensities are
compared with experiment12,89 and previously calculated25
spectra in Table 3. Intensities are based on the ROHF dipole
derivative tensor and the CCSD(T) hessian. The CCSD(T)
predicted CO stretch is smaller than the MP2 and B3LYP
frequencies. If the experimental values for FeCO~ and FeCO
are a valid guide, then the CCSD(T) frequencies are not
unreasonable. A vibrational analysis of the normal modes
leads to a zero-point energy (ZPE) of 4.13 kcal mol~1. The
CO molecule has a ZPE of 3.18 kcal mol~1, calculated using
closed-shell CCSD(T) with ACESII.90 This results in a net
ZPE correction of 0.95 kcal mol~1 for the FeCO` complex.
Therefore, the for dissociation to 4F Fe` is 34.2 kcalD0mol~1. The for dissociation to 6D Fe` is 28.8 kcal mol~1,D0at the low end of the experimental range presented in Section
I.

IVB Excited states

The 6&`, 6*, 6%, and 4* states were each separately opti-
mized. Degenerate states were state averaged (SA-MCSCF)
over both components to preserve orbital and hence state
degeneracy. MC-QDPT2 was applied as a perturbation to
add dynamical correlation to obtain reliable energetics and
geometries, with two roots included in the treatment when the
state was degenerate. The (13/11) MCSCF active space pre-
sented in Section II was used for the 6* and 6% states.

When a (13/11) active space is used for the 4* state, the
virtual 4s orbital becomes a CO virtual orbital as the complex
dissociates, resulting in improper energetics, similarly to the
4&~ state in Section IVA. Thus, this CO orbital was removed
from the 4* MCSCF active space, yielding a (13/10) active
space. This removal does not reduce the e†ective size of the
active space, because neither this orbital nor the 4s is signiÐ-
cantly populated in the quartet states. For Fe` ion, removing
the 4s orbital raises the MCSCF energy 0.8 kcal mol~1, and
lowers the MC-QDPT2 energy 0.04 kcal mol~1.

For the 6&` and the 4* states, the 3d r orbital should be
doubly occupied in all conÐgurations due to spatial and spin
symmetry. Therefore, the MCSCF active space for the 6&`
and the 4* states was reduced by one orbital to force the 3d r
orbital to be doubly occupied in all conÐgurations. This yields
(11/10) and (11/9) active spaces, respectively, for the two states.
This reduction does not reduce the e†ective size of the active
space relative to the other states, because removing an orbital
that is doubly occupied in all conÐgurations does not shrink
the e†ective active space. These reduced, but properly disso-
ciating, active spaces are then used to calculate MCSCF and
MC-QDPT2 energies for the 6&` and the 4* states. The ener-
gies of the 4* (11/9), 6&` (11/10), 6% (13/11), and 6* (13/11)
states are presented as a function of the FeÈC distance in Fig.
3 and 4 for MCSCF and MC-QDPT2, respectively. At the
higher level of theory, the potential energy minimum of the 4*
state is well below that of the others and has a shorter FeÈC
equilibrium distance.

Since the 4% and 4' states could not be individually opti-
mized, an additional set of SA-MCSCF calculations were per-
formed in which all sextet states and all quartet states were
state-averaged (separately for each multiplicity) to obtain
energies for all 12 states with the (13/11) active space. The
results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 5 and 6, for
MCSCF and MC-QDPT2 respectively. These calculations
cannot be used directly to obtain values or geometries,Debecause the state averaging gives geometries and energies that
depend on all the states. The curves in Fig. 6 do suggest that
the 4% and 4' states should lie between the 4* and 4&~
states. Therefore the ranges that the and equilibrium dis-Detances must fall into are known for 4% and 4', even if exact
values are not. All states are found to be bound in all of the
calculations. Therefore even if the FeCO` complex is in a low
lying excited state when it initially forms from Fe` and CO, it
will most likely be a bound state.
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Fig. 3 FeCO` excited state MCSCF energies with a TZVP basis set.

Fig. 4 FeCO` excited state MC-QDPT2 energies with a TZVP
basis set.

Fig. 5 FeCO` MCSCF energy (all states averaged).

Fig. 6 FeCO` MC-QDPT2 energy (all states averaged).

Table 4 MC-QDPT2 equilibrium distances and dissociation ener-
gies for FeCO` relative to 6D Fe` and CO

FeÈCO distance/Ó De/kcal/mol~1

4&~ CCSD(T) 1.91 29.7
4&~ (13/11) 1.93 22.7
4&~ (13/10) 1.75 32.3
4* (11/9) 2.1 17.5
6* (13/11) 2.5 12.7
6% (13/11) 2.5 11.9
6&` (11/10) 2.7 8.1

Dissociation energies for FeCO` excited states relative to
the 6D ground state were calculated by assuming a Ðxed CO
distance and a linear FeCO` at the MC-QDPT2 level. The
properly dissociating active spaces presented above in Fig. 4
were used. These results along with the corresponding
Fe`ÈCO equilibrium distances are presented in Table 4. As
the equilibrium distance increases, the calculated decreases,Deas one would expect.

MCSCF NOON are presented for all states at the MC-
QDPT2 equilibrium geometries in Table 5. For states with
active spaces smaller than the original (13/11), the orbitals not
in the active space are designated in Table 5 as integer
NOON with no trailing zeros. The quartet states are found to
have an empty Fe 4s orbital while the sextet states have a
singly occupied Fe 4s orbital. This di†erence allows the
quartet FeCO` states to more readily accept electron density
from other molecules. This explains the experimentally
observed greater reactivity of FeCO` versus Fe`. All of the
quartet states are found to be lower in energy than all of the
sextet states. Therefore, the lowest excited states are likely to
show this enhanced reactivity.

Because 6* is the lowest sextet state, a numerical MC-
QDPT2 hessian was calculated using Ðnite di†erences. The
large basis MP2 scaling factor is 0.94È1.02 depending on
whether one is Ðtting u, ZPE, 1/u, or*Hvib(T ), Svib(T ).92
MC-QDPT2 should calculate frequencies more accurately
than MP2, so a scaling factor of 1.0 was assumed. Intensities
presented are based on the MCSCF dipole derivative tensor
and the MC-QDPT2 hessian. These frequencies and inten-
sities are presented in Table 3. The 6* FeCO` ZPE is 3.44
kcal mol~1 and the CO ZPE is 3.02 kcal mol~1. The net 6*
FeCO` ZPE is 0.42 kcal mol~1, resulting in a 6* of 12.3D0kcal mol~1.

IVC The e†ect of spin–orbit coupling

Since the Fe` states have many unpaired electrons, it is of
interest to explore the e†ects of spinÈorbit splitting on the pre-
dicted dissociation energies. Both one-electron and two-
electron contributions to the spinÈorbit coupling (SOC) have
therefore been calculated as a perturbation to the quartet and

Table 5 MCSCF NOON for FeCO` with a TZVP basis set

4&~ 4* 6* 6% 6&`

CO n* 0.083 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059
Fe 4s r 0 0 1.000 1.000 1.000
Fe 3d d 1.028 1.500 1.500 1.000 1.000
Fe 3d p 1.931 1.000 1.000 1.500 1.000
Fe 3d r 1.004 2 1.000 1.000 2
CO p 1.963 1.945 1.945 1.956 1.946
CO r 1.986 1.981 1.991 1.990 1.990
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sextet MCSCF wavefunctions, using a method recently devel-
oped by Federov and co-workers.93 In Fe`, the 6D state
energy increases by 0.4 kcal mol~1 relative to the 4F. For
FeCO` at the CCSD(T) equilibrium geometry, introduction
of the spinÈorbit interaction raises the 6* state by 1.2 kcal
mol~1 relative to the 4&~. So, SOC has only a small (O1.6
kcal mol~1) e†ect on the predicted dissociation energies. This
is consistent with previous calculations on FeO`] H2 .94

V Problems with multi-reference perturbation
theory

Careful analysis of the (13/10) 4&~ PES reveals that a discon-
tinuity is present on the MC-QDPT2 surface at 1.560516 Ó.
Failures of single-refrence have been reportedMÔllerÈPlesset
in the literature, even for a single Ne atom.95 There are
reports of similar problems within the multi-reference
CASPT2 extension of MP2.96,97 The PES of the divergent
state is illustrated in Fig. 7. The energies plotted are total
energies with the zero of energy deÐned as MC-QDPT2
separated Fe` and CO. The MC-QDPT2 ““correctionÏÏ to the
MCSCF energy is positive on one side of the discontinuity
and negative on the other side. The energy di†erence between
R(FeÈC)\ 1.560515 and 1.560516 is 376 for MC-Ó Ó EhQDPT2 and only 0.0003 kcal mol~1 for MCSCF. This dis-
continuity is particularly troubling because such problems are
usually expected to occur in excited state calculations. The
MC-QDPT2 PES is smooth elsewhere, so the discontinuity is
localized. Fortunately, the discontinuity is not near the
minimum energy point or dissociation, so predicted properties
are not corrupted.

The choice of perturbation theory does e†ect the energies
calculated : (MP) and EpsteinÈNesbet (EN)MÔllerÈPlesset
partition di†erently and achieve perturbation expansions that
behave di†erently.98,99 The MC-QDPT2 calculation is per-
formed on the canonicalized Fock orbitals, because pertur-
bation theory requires orbital energies. Canonicalization is a
rotation within the active space, so the MCSCF wavefunction
is unchanged. For a perturbation expansion to be valid, the
zeroth-order wavefunction W0 must be a close approximation
to the exact wavefunction W. In the single-state case of 4&~,
the weight of the reference function in the Ðrst-order wave-
function is deÐned by eqn. (1) :

W \
SW0 oW0T

SW0 ] W1 oW0 ] W1T
(1)

where W1 is the Ðrst-order correction to the wavefunction and
W \ W0] W1] W2] W3] É É É . Therefore, W0] W1 is the

Fig. 7 MC-QDPT2 divergence in FeCO` (13/11) PES. E\ energy,
W \ weight of reference wavefunction in MC-QDPT2 wavefunction.

Ðrst-order wavefunction. W0 and W1 are orthogonal and W0 is
normalized, so eqn. (1) simpliÐes with a little mathematical
manipulation to eqn. (2).

W \
1

1 ] SW1 oW1T
(2)

The weight W is nearly 0% at the discontinuity. Thus, this
wavefunction is a truly divergent case at second-order. Several
values of W are plotted in Fig. 7. The weight is [89% from
1.7 to dissociation and [87% for R(FeÈC)O 1.4 Clearly,Ó Ó.
even though the perturbation expansion is failing for the 4&~
PES, the MC-QDPT2 method is surprisingly robust, giving
reasonable energies for values of W as small as 25%.

The MCSCF wavefunction was examined in an e†ort to
obtain some theoretical insight. When orbitals cross, the
nature of a state can shift suddenly. The number of degenerate
molecular orbitals was not di†erent at the discontinuity, so an
orbital crossing (including virtuals) was not causing the diver-
gence. MCSCF NOON provide insight into the multi-
reference nature of a wavefunction ; however the NOON are
smoothly varying in the region of the discontinuity. The
largest variance anywhere on the PES from single-reference
values of 0, 1, and 2 is only 0.1598, and this is at the unbound
geometry.

The gap between the highest energy MCSCF active orbital
and the lowest non-active virtual orbital is 62 kcal mol~1.
Thus, this divergence was not caused by a low lying orbital
that should have been included in the MCSCF active space.
Using a full conÐguration interaction (CI) within the MCSCF
active space, the next highest state is found to be 27.9 kcal
mol~1 higher. Therefore a low lying excited state is also not
the underlying cause. A variational second-order approach
was utilized to further examine the validity of the underlying
MCSCF wavefunction. An internally contracted multi-
reference second-order CI100,101(SOCI) produces energies
that are reasonable and smooth in the region of the diver-
gence. This suggests that the origin of the MC-QDPT2 diver-
gence does not lie in the MCSCF orbitals, but rather within
the perturbation expansion itself.

MC-QDPT2 divergences can be artiÐcially avoided. One
way to avoid the divergence is to change the reference func-
tion. A logical choice is to replace the canonical Fock orbitals
with the natural orbitals.102 These orbitals diagonalize the
Ðrst-order density matrix rather than the generalized Fock
matrix. The MC-QDPT2 energy is not invariant with respect
to orbital rotations within the active space, unlike the FORS-
MCSCF energy. Using natural orbitals results in di†erent
orbital energies, and the choice of orbital energies a†ects con-
vergence of the perturbation expansion.103 The validity of
such a substitution is not known, particularly since orbital
energies are not as well-deÐned for natural orbitals. A conÐgu-
ration state function (CSF) selection scheme could be utilized,
in which the CSFs that contribute little to the MCSCF wave-
function are not used in the perturbation step.104 However,
this is an arbitrary restriction on the MC-QDPT2 calculation,
and this restriction might introduce problems of its own. A
chemically important CSF might be left out of the MC-
QDPT2 calculation, resulting in spurious results. A third
approach is to change the active spaces. Several attempts to
vary the MCSCF and MC-QDPT2 active spaces were under-
taken and although the divergence shifted to other distances,
it usually did not disappear. These three modiÐcations have
the downside of changing the nature of the perturbation
method, and therefore all calculations would have to be done
using these modiÐcations with no guarantee of not intro-
ducing another divergence or other problem.

The cause of these divergences may be understood by
examining mathematics of expansions. The Hamiltonian is
expanded in the space of perturbation parameter j about
j \ 0 and evaluated at j \ 1. In the case of MC-QDPT, j \ 0
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Fig. A1 MCSCF discontinuity in 4&~ FeCO` (13/10) PES.

corresponds to the MCSCF reference wavefunction and j \ 1
corresponds to the MC-QDPT wavefunction. As j goes from
0 to 1, the correlation is turned on. If the perturbation expan-
sion converges, the MC-QDPT wavefunction is the exact
wavefunction. MC-QDPT2 truncates the expansion at the
second-order terms. Singularities can appear within the j
space. The singularity nearest to j \ 0 limits the radius of
convergence. The expansion is valid for all j that are closer to
j \ 0 than this singularity. For js outside the radius of con-
vergence, it is possible for the perturbation series to converge,
but often to the wrong number.105 This problem is not limited
to perturbation expansions ; divergences limit the usefulness of
all expansions, such as Taylor series.106 Singularities are not
limited to real values of j and therefore predicting or inter-
preting these problems is difficult.

VI Conclusions

Fe` and its complexes such as FeCO` are interesting due to
their chemical reactivity as catalysts. CO is of particular inter-
est, because it is especially e†ective in stabilizing transition
metals. The addition of CO to Fe` changes the reactivity sig-
niÐcantly, because the ground state changes from a sextet to a
quartet upon formation of the FeCO` complex. This change
in spin results from a change in the 4s orbital occupation from
one to zero. The three low lying excited states are also quar-
tets, therefore this enhanced reactivity is probably present in
these lowest excited states. Results from a careful study reveal
that uncorrelated wavefunctions such as MCSCF fail to prop-
erly handle this shift from sextet to quartet. MCSCF predicts
that the sextet is always lower than the quartet in energy.
Dynamical correlation is found to be necessary to achieve
proper energetics. In the present work, dynamic correlation is
obtained with both MC-QDPT2 and single-reference ROHF
based CCSD(T). These two methods predict dissociation ener-
gies for the 4&~ ground state that are comparable to the
experimental values kcal mol~1). With the(D0\ 28.8È37.7
addition of zero-point corrections, the CCSD(T) predicted D0is found to be 28.8 kcal mol~1. The MC-QDPT2 is foundDeto be 32.3 kcal mol~1. The lowest lying sextet state, 6*, is

predicted by MC-QDPT2 to have a of 12.3 kcal mol~1.D0Therefore, FeCO` gains 16.5 kcal mol~1 in energy when it
changes spin states. The 6* and 4&~ states can be di†eren-
tiated experimentally by their IR spectra. The CO stretch fre-
quencies for the 6* and 4&~ are very similar, but the 6*
intensity is very small. The FeÈC stretch frequencies di†er by
229 cm~1. In both states the linear bend has the smallest IR
intensity. During the analysis of the FeCO` system, diffi-
culties at several levels of theory were discovered and
analyzed.
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Appendix A A MCSCF discontinuity
The 4&~ (13/10) MCSCF curve has a discontinuity, which is
presented in Fig. A1. This jump is caused by a sudden change
in the CO p* NOON from 0.09 to 0.06. This change causes a
change in the shape in the MCSCF curve and a break in the
MC-QDPT2 curve. The NOON change occurs near the MC-
QDPT2 minimum, so optimizing the geometry is not possible.
This bump was investigated with SOCI based on the MCSCF
reference107,108 using MOLPRO. This variational method
gives a similarly discontinuous PES. This means that the
underlying MCSCF wavefunction is pathological or incorrect ;
therefore, this is not a MC-QDPT2 divergence as discussed in
Section V. A full CI within the FORS space was done, and no
low lying states were found on either side of the split, and
none of the lowest states were 4&~ states. Removal of the p*
orbital from the MCSCF active space solved the problem; this
solution removes all virtual orbitals from the MCSCF active
space, leaving a predominantly single-reference wavefunction.
An e†ort to incrementally improve the active space by moving
core orbitals into the active space failed to remove the discon-
tinuity.

Appendix B The calculation of a hessian using a
fully numerical approach
Because FeCO` is a small linear molecule, the hessian is
much simpler to calculate in internal coordinates. The two
bending terms are degenerate and therefore only one must be
calculated. Because E(h) is symmetrical about the linear bend
h, vanishes. Therefore must(LE/Lh)h/180] (L2E/LSLh)h/180]also vanish, where S is a bond stretch. Therefore in linear
FeCO`, the bendÈstretch cross-terms vanish. The two
stretches (FeÈC and CÈO) are not independent, so two pure
terms and two equal cross-terms must be calculated. S1, S2\

and L , K \ o†set are used in the derivation. O†setsdistances

Table B1 Fully numerical 4&~ hessian in internal coordinates

FeC stretch Co stretch FeCo bend FeCo bend

FeC stretch 1.239 Eh a0~2 0.0316 Eh a0~2 0.0000 0.0000
CO stretch 0.0316 Eh a0~2 0.0943 Eh a0~2 0.0000 0.0000
FeCO linear bend 0.0000 0.0000 0.0604 Eh rad~2 0.0000
FeCO linear bend 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0604 Eh rad~2
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of 0.02, 0.01 and 0.005 and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6¡ were averagedÓ
to reduce the possiblity of numerical error. The stretch cross-
term is :

L2E(S1, S2)
LS1 LS2

K
S1/S2/0

\

[E(L , L )] E([L , [L )]

[ [E(L , [L )] E([L , L )]

4L2

(C1)

Stretch terms, for which are :S1\ S2 ,

L2E(S1)
LS1 LS1

K
S1/0

\
[E(K)] E([K)][ [2E(0)]

K2

with K \ 2L (C2)

Bending terms, for which E(h)\ E([h), are :

L2E(h)

Lh Lh
K
h/0

\
[2E(K)][ [2E(0)]

K2
(C3)

The resulting hessian is presented in Table B1.109
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